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Instructor Training Certification Application and Agreement 

                

 Please print or type legibly.  All certificates, authorizations and sponsoring paperwork will be generated from 

 this contract agreement, so record your name and information exactly as you wish it to appear on any future 

 documentation.                
 

APPLICANT INFORMATION:            

 First Name:     Middle Initial:       Last Name:      

 Street Address:              

 City/Township:    State:        Zip Code:        Country:    

 Home Phone Number:           Cell Phone:      

 Work Phone Number:             Work Phone Number #2:      

 E-Mail Address:           FAX Number:      

 Job Title:            Professional License:     

 Sponsoring Place Of Employment:            

 

EMPLOYER/SPONSOR INFORMATION:          

 Employing Organization Name:            

 Employing Organization Parent/Corporate Company:         

 Employing Organization Street Address:           

 City/Township:     State:         Zip Code:        Country:    

 Mailing Address if Different:              

 City/Township:     State:         Zip Code:        Country:    

 Employing Organization Phone Number:    Phone Number #2:     

 Employing Organization E-Mail Address:           

 Employing Organization Website:            FAX Number:     

 Employing Organization Sponsoring Contact Person:         

 Contact Person Title:       Professional License:     

 Contact Person Street Address:            

 City/Township:     State:         Zip Code:        Country:    

 Contact Person Phone Number:               Phone Number #2:     

 Contact Person E-Mail Address:            FAX Number:     

                

 Applicant Signature:             Applicant Printed Name:      

 Contact Signature:              Contact Person Printed Name:      

 Today’s Date:                                      Time:       /                      (Page 1.)    
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MABPRO® CERTIFICATION CONTRACT AGREEMENT:        

Applicant’s Contract, Disclosure, Release, and Waiver 

 

The New World Education Network MABPRO® MAB® Four- and Five-Day Initial Training (“the Training”) is offered by MABPRO® and 

the New World Education Network Company.  The Training is intended solely for individuals who have been selected by their 

employers (“Sponsor” or “Sponsoring Organization”) to conduct in-service education and training of sponsor’s employees whose jobs 
and responsibilities may require them to respond to assaultive, or potentially assaultive situations and incidents, or within the positions 

of educating other individuals of how to respond to assaultive, or potentially assaultive situations and how to effectively de-escalate 

them.  The principles taught in the “Training” have been proven safe and effective throughout many years of Instruction, teaching 

individuals how to effectively avoid assaultive incidents and injury and thus, the continued application of these specific techniques and 

preventative education is expected to be preserved within all of its integrity.  The proper application of these principles, however, is the 

responsibility of the professionals applying them and the Instruction cannot be substituted for professional judgment. 

 

And in recognition that, as a part of such program, I will be trained in and hereby consent to training in the intervention techniques with 

regard to physically disruptive clients and individuals and in further recognition of my desire to acquire proficiency in the techniques and 

philosophies described in the MABPRO® MAB® program, I hereby knowingly, freely and voluntarily waive any and all claims, demands, 

damages, actions or causes of action against John “Doc” Elliot, New World Education Network or any agent, or educator involved 

thereof which may arise on account of loss or injury which may be sustained by me through or by reason of my participation in the 

MABPRO® MAB® program.  I certify that I recognize, understand completely and agree to the terms that the activities to be conducted 

in connection with MABPRO® MAB® are of a physical nature, including, but not limited to, defensive techniques and escape methods, 

correct and safe training of physical restraint, and I expressly include such physical activities within the terms of this release. 

 

“The Training” involves an amount of hands-on exercises and I, the Applicant, am willing to learn and practice the application of these 

principles while doing my best to prevent injury to myself or others.  I represent and testify that I do not suffer or possess from any 

physical conditions or limitations that places me at risk of being harmed or injured by any physical exertion, including (but not limited to) 

stretching, balancing, bending, kneeling, lifting, and making any evasive or defensive movements.  In consideration of being allowed to 

participate in “the Training,” I hereby release New World Education Network and MABPRO®, any of its agents, trainers, employees, or 

contractors, along with the facility in which “the Training” occurs, from any and all liability associated with the activities and conduct of 

“the Training” or workshop.  This includes release from liability for any injury, be it physical, financial, emotional or psychological, that 

may arise or be declared as a result of my participation in this “Training.”  I will hereby take full responsibility to inform and notify the 

New World Education Network and MABPRO® Trainers if there is any portion of “the Training” that is, or may be upsetting to me, or 
that I may have reason to believe may exacerbate any injury or limitation that I may already possess.   

 

I hereby waive my rights to seek damages or compensation of any sort for any reason connected to my participation in “the Training,” 
workshop, or any future training or classes, provided that my injuries do not arise from the intentional gross negligence, recklessness, 

or intentional misconduct by New World Education Network, its agents, trainers, employees, or contractors.  I further agree to follow any 

and all of the instructions provided to ensure safety during this “Training” and also agree to specifically move carefully and slowly during 
any and all role-plays, physical warm-ups and maneuvers, as well as any and all evasive, defensive and restraint interventions. 

 

I agree NOT to record images (print, film, motion picture, video or digital) or perform any audio recordings of trainers or participants 

during any New World Education Network and MABPRO® MAB® Training.  This shall include, but not be limited to the use of audio or 

video recording equipment, film, motion picture, digital cameras and videos, camera phones, camera videos, computer capture, or any 

other form of media capturing devices.  

 

I hereby expressly grant to New World Education Network and MABPRO® Training as well as all of its employees, agents, and assigns, 

the right to photograph me and use my picture, silhouette and other reproductions of my physical likeness (as the same may appear in 

any still camera photograph, motion picture film, video and/or any type of digital data capturing, whether transferred or stored) in and in 

connection with the exhibition, theatrically, on television, on the Internet, over Internet devices, in print, or within any sort of publicized 

format, of any motion pictures in which the same may be used or incorporated, and also in the advertising, exploiting and/or publicizing 

of any such motion picture or video, but not limited to television, theatrical motion pictures, still pictures, ads, print, video and/or any 

type of digital data capturing, whether transferred or stored. 

 

I agree that New World Education Network and MABPRO® MAB® Trainers and agents have the right to exclude me from the 

“Training,” or ask me to leave the workshop, at any time during the workshop for any reason that the New World Education Network or 

MABPRO® Trainers or agents believe is necessary as a result of misconduct, uncooperativeness or unprofessionalism.    

 

 

 

My initials and signature here, indicate that I have read, fully understood and agreed to this section of the Applicant’s 
Certification Contract Agreement, Disclosure, Release and Waiver.  Signature:                   Date:_______   
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MABPRO® CERTIFICATION CONTRACT AGREEMENT:        

Applicant’s Contract, Disclosure, Release, and Waiver 

(Continued)               
 

I further understand that if I choose to leave the “Training” prematurely before the “Training” is complete, for any reason, or if I am 

asked to leave the “Training” at anytime during the workshop prematurely before the “Training” is complete, for any reason because of 

any misconduct, uncooperativeness or unprofessionalism, that I do so fully aware that I will not receive the MABPRO® MAB® 

Certificate of Completion for the workshop and will not be authorized to teach any MABPRO® MAB® classes thereafter as the 

“Training” must be completed in its entirety in order to be authorized to teach the “Training” under the MABPRO® MAB® Trademark.   

 

I understand that if I do not complete the “Training” due to any circumstances that I create, such as, but not limited to misconduct, lack 

of participation or unprofessionalism, that any and all monies and/or payments for the class, whether from the participant, or the 

contracted facility/organization, cannot be refunded as the New World Education Network Trainer, agent, educator, staff, employee or 

contractor who has agreed to conduct “The Training” has fulfilled the contracted agreement with the participant and/or 

facility/organization by traveling to and conducting the workshop and therefore is entitled to the full compensation agreed upon between 

the participant/contracted facility and New World Education Network and MABPRO®.  I must also notify New World Education within 

twenty-four(24) hours of withdrawing my participation in the Training, or I will be responsible for a $100.00 late cancelation fee. 

 

I hereby understand and agree that the “Training” that I am undertaking is intended solely for the purposes of working within, in 

association with and governed by the single Sponsoring facility that I am employed with, or as an associate of New World Education 

Network and MABPRO® directly and under no circumstances do I intend to attempt to teach, or conduct any sort of class, workshop or 

training associated with New World Education Network, MABPRO® or MAB®  material, principles, or Trademark for my own purposes 

or, outside of that single facility I am being sponsored by, including other facilities owned by the parent organization, unless specifically 

instructed, requested or authorized to do so by the New World Education Network, MABPRO® MAB® company.  If I conduct, or attempt 

to conduct any workshop, classes or education under the New World Education Network MABPRO® MAB® name, or using the 

copyrighted New World Education Network MABPRO® MAB® material outside of the sponsoring facility's responsibilities, I fully 

understand that my certification may be either suspended, or terminated pending an investigation by New World Education Network 

and MABPRO®.  My intentions in attending this “Training” are purely in good faith and I pledge to uphold the integrity of the class and 

principles of its design, both for New World Education Network MABPRO® MAB® and the sponsoring facility I will be training for. 

 

Certification Agreement and Permissions: 

Upon completion of the MABPRO® MAB® Instructor Training, the applicant agrees to and will receive a Certificate that permits them: 

 

To instruct the sponsoring facility’s employees while respecting the philosophies, principles, intentions and content of the New World 

Education Network MABPRO® MAB® Training while applicant is working and acting within the scope of his/her employment by the 

sponsor, along with any and all persons receiving the “Training” as employees of the sponsor. 

 

To reproduce the original copyrighted New World Education Network MABPRO® MAB® Training material, manuals, workbooks and 

handouts that the applicant receives or will receive in the future for the sole purposes of use only when Training within the classes 

conducted and sponsored by the sponsoring facility/organization and not for any other purposes outside of that scope or permissions. 

 

To utilize the Trademarked brand names of MABPRO® and/or MAB® when conducting or announcing the availability of education 

and/or training within the sponsoring facility/organization and to not use the MABPRO® or MAB® Trademarked names outside of that 

facility/organization, or for use individually, or within another facility/organization that is not recognized by New World Education 

Network MABPRO® MAB® as authorized to utilize the MABPRO® or MAB® brand names.   

 

To not change or alter the Trademarked MABPRO® or MAB® material used to train the sponsor’s employees within the class unless 
expressly given permission to do so from New World Education Network MABPRO® MAB®, or unless the examples of persons or 

individuals contained within the copyrighted MABPRO® MAB® text or material needs to be more relevant to the sponsoring 

facility/organization’s needs, situation or workforce, as long as the purpose, principles and integrity of the examples are retained. 

 

To present or announce the certification title earned and upheld, whether in person, printed, written, verbally, or visually as an official 

MABPRO® MAB® Trainer only and as the representative of the sponsoring facility/organization exclusively and not as an independent 

trainer not affiliated with the sponsoring facility/organization unless specifically instructed, requested or authorized to do so by the New 

World Education Network, MABPRO® MAB® company itself. 

 

My initials and signature here, indicate that I have read, fully understood and agreed to this section of the Applicant’s 
Certification Contract Agreement, Disclosure, Release and Waiver.  Signature:                   Date:_______   
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MABPRO® CERTIFICATION CONTRACT AGREEMENT:        

 

(Continued)               
 

Agreements, Responsibilities, Contract and Permissions: 

 

I agree to abide by the Instructor Standards, Policies and Procedures of New World Education Network and MABPRO® MAB®. 

 

I pledge myself to the highest standards of ethical practice when acting as a representative for New World Education Network and 

MABPRO® MAB® and the sponsoring facility/organization that I am training for. 

 

I fully understand that I am authorized and bound by contract to teach only within my base of employment, or through New World 

Education Network and MABPRO® directly. 

 

I fully understand that I am not to accept any fees or payments for teaching MABPRO® MAB® outside of originating from the 

sponsoring base of employment, or through New World Education Network and MABPRO® directly, unless instructed by MABPRO®. 

 

I fully understand that I am not to alter or reproduce any printed or visual materials originating from New World Education Network and 

MABPRO® without its express written consent or approval, understanding that the MABPRO® MAB® program must remain intact in 

order to preserve its integrity and effectiveness.  I also understand that any outside materials implemented by the applicant or 

sponsoring base facility/organization may not be represented as MABPRO® MAB® material. 

 

I fully understand that any materials and information provided to me, and/or generated by New World Education Network and 

MABPRO® will be solely for the purposes of teaching MABPRO® MAB® within my sponsoring base facility/organization and no other 

purpose, nor will I aid or assist any other person with regard to their training in the use or reproduction of such materials and information 

for any other purposes, unless that person is teaching within the same sponsoring base facility or organization.  

 

I fully understand that I will not represent myself as being in any way an employee or agent of New World Education Network and 

MABPRO®, but rather a contracted MABPRO® MAB® affiliate working within the confines of the sponsoring base facility/organization 

and therefore, New World Education Network and MABPRO® holds no employment responsibilities connected to the applicant. 

 

I agree not to use New World Education Network’s and the MABPRO® MAB® name and Marks (MABPRO® MAB®) in any manner in 

which may reflect adversely upon New World Education Network’s and the MABPRO® MAB® name, good will and integrity and I agree 

that the materials and activities on and in connection with which New World Education Network’s and the MABPRO® MAB® Marks are 

used will be of a quality and integrity consistent with the goal of promoting the MABPRO® MAB® crisis prevention methodology taught 

and maintained by New World Education Network and MABPRO® MAB®.  

 

I also agree to keep New World Education Network and MABPRO® advised of the manner in which the MABPRO® MAB® Marks are 

being used and represented, and to provide New World Education Network with samples of the uses of how the MABPRO® MAB® 

Marks are being displayed and portrayed by applicant and the sponsoring facility or organization, and if necessary, to work with New 

World Education Network and MABPRO® on any quality concerns that may arise concerning the use of the MABPRO® MAB® Mark. 

 

I fully understand that any Internet, Intranet, inner- or outer-office postings with respect to MABPRO®’s MAB® techniques, methods or 

advertising will be solely for the purpose of training the staff of the sponsoring facility or organization and not to advertise or promote 

any classes taught or offered outside of the sponsoring facility or organization by the applicant.  I also understand that promotion of the 

New World Education Network and MABPRO® MAB® program by the applicant is allowed if the advertising and promotion points to the 

New World Education Network and MABPRO® company offices, either by the MABPRO.com website, the mailing address or phone 

number and that all advertising and promotions of the MABPRO® MAB® Mark and material is subject to prior approval by New World 

Education Network and MABPRO®.  In addition, if New World Education Network and MABPRO® discovers any advertising or 

promotion of the MABPRO® MAB® program that is not in alignment with what New World Education Network and MABPRO believes to 

be in the best interest of the company, or program, New World Education Network and MABPRO® reserves the right to require the 

material in question to be altered or removed in order to retain the integrity of the Trademarked brand name and parent company.  

 

I fully understand that any and all materials, whether printed, visual or digital, provided by or originating from New World Education 

Network and MABPRO® are copyrighted by and proprietary to New World Education Network and MABPRO®, and I will not use them 

for any purposes or in any manner other than that expressly authorized hereunder and will not copy, reproduce, publically perform, 

display or publically distribute them, nor aid anyone else in doing so, except as expressly authorized herein. 

 

My initials and signature here, indicate that I have read, fully understood and agreed to this section of the Applicant’s 
Certification Contract Agreement, Disclosure, Release and Waiver.  Signature:                   Date:_______   
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MABPRO® CERTIFICATION CONTRACT AGREEMENT:        

 

(Continued)               
 

I fully understand that as much as possible, the “Training” must be delivered in the order in which the MABPRO® MAB® material is 

presented and under no circumstances will I change, condense, replace or eliminate the dynamics of the material into a form for my 

purposes or agendas that do not adhere to the foundation and principles of the MABPRO® MAB® philosophies and structure. 

 

I fully understand and agree that under no circumstances may the additional Restraint Training offered on the optional fifth day of the 

MABPRO® workshop, be presented apart from prior completion of the MABPRO® MAB® In-service Training. 

 

I fully understand and agree to the fact that it is the responsibility of the applicant to supervise each trainee or attendee closely and 

carefully during the in-class role-playing, evasion, defensive and/or manual restraint portions of the In-service Training and that I will 

provide the utmost of attention and care when guiding any attendees through the physical portion of the Training and I will instruct any 

and all attendees to do the same.  I also understand that no informal, out-of-class instruction of any kind shall be permitted to anyone.  

 

I fully understand that if it is reported to New World Education Network and MABPRO® that I am not conducting the “Training” correctly, 
or within the parameters of the expected standard of quality and integrity required to keep in good standing with the MABPRO® MAB® 

brand, that I and my ability to train MABPRO® MAB® can be suspended or terminated after a review of any possible incidents, 

questionable training practices or behaviors, lack of effective training education, or any other areas of training that may be in violation of 

the standards of quality expected to be practiced by the applicant and sponsoring base facility or organization.  Upon notification of 

suspension, termination, or review by New World Education Network and MABPRO®, the applicant and sponsoring facility has 

fifteen(15) days to provide New World Education Network and MABPRO with suitable explanations of the matters in question, in order 

for the certification to be reinstated, either fully or under a probationary period.  

 

I agree to notify New World Education Network and MABPRO® in the event that I move from one sponsoring base facility/organization 

to another, or if I plan to continue to teach the MABPRO® MAB® at the new facility/organization and that I fully understand that because 

I switch to another facility/organization, that this does not mean that my certification will automatically transfer to that new 

facility/organization base.  Every transfer from one facility/organization to another is subject to review from New World Education 

Network and MABPRO® and is also subject to new contract licensing fees by the new sponsoring base facility/organization. 

 

I fully understand that I am responsible for paying the required annual licensing fees to New World Education Network and MABPRO® 

in order to maintain full yearly certification in good standing and that if I fail to pay or comply with these fee requirements, that my MAB® 

certification is subject to suspension or termination until reviewed and reinstated by New World Education Network and MABPRO®.  

 

I fully understand and agree to the on-going continued certification process between New World Education Network MABPRO® and the 

applicant of completing the required number of trainings throughout each year following the initial “Training” and agree to provide the 

required verification paperwork to New World Education Network and MABPRO® in order to demonstrate the number of classes 

necessary to retain the Instructor certification.  I further understand and agree to the fact that if I do not adhere to and conduct the 

required number of classes set forth by New World Education Network and MABPRO® agreement, that this can result in the 

suspension and/or termination of my contract and my certification will end immediately at that time that New World Education Network 

and MABPRO® determines until applicant’s case can be reviewed. 
 

I fully understand and agree to the permissions granted by New World Education Network and MABPRO® that the Instructor 

certification is limited to one(1) year from the date stated on the applicant’s certificate.  When and if the applicant conducts a minimum 

of three(3) In-service Trainings within that first year and successfully completes and submits all required reports to support the required 

minimum of classes herein, then the applicant’s permissions and certification to continue training shall be automatically extended for a 

second one(1) year period, beginning at the end of the certification date and extending to the following year on the certification 

anniversary date.   When and if the applicant conducts a minimum of three(3) In-service Trainings within that second year and 

successfully completes and submits all required reports to support the required minimum of classes herein, then the applicant’s 
permissions and certification to continue training shall be automatically extended for a third one(1) year period beginning at the end of 

the certification date and extending to the following year on the certification anniversary date.  Upon the third anniversary of the date 

stated within the applicant’s certificate, all permissions to conduct MABPRO® MAB® Training, or to make any other use of the 

MABPRO® MAB® marks or materials shall automatically terminate and recertification from New World Education Network and 

MABPRO® will then be required.  Recertification Training will then be offered to applicant, as long as the applicant has kept his/her 

certification current and has provided any and all reports to support the required minimum of classes necessary to stay currently 

certified, while also demonstrating through reports and evaluations that the applicant is performing the “Training” in a service of quality.        

 

My initials and signature here, indicate that I have read, fully understood and agreed to this section of the Applicant’s 
Certification Contract Agreement, Disclosure, Release and Waiver.  Signature:                   Date:_______   
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MABPRO® CERTIFICATION CONTRACT AGREEMENT:        

 

(Continued)               
 

I hereby agree to provide any and all records, either paper, written, or computer/digital, regarding any MAB® Training conducted or 

generated by myself, any agent, employee, staff member, contractor, or anyone who is representative of the association with the 

contracted facility/organization or any other facility or location that the “Training” may be conducted at within a timely fashion (Within 

fifteen(15) days) if requested by anyone within the New World Education Network MABPRO® MAB® company for purposes of ensuring 

the validity of “The Training” or assessing the number of classes being conducted.  Failure to present this material within a timely 

fashion, or at all, may result in the suspension or termination of certification provided by New World Education Network and MABPRO® 

until the material requested for inspection can be provided and audited. 

 

I fully understand and agree to immediately implement any and all revisions and updates originating from New World Education 

Network and MABPRO® MAB® into the In-service “Training” program in order to maintain a current status of quality and compliancy. 

 

I hereby agree that any representative from New World Education Network and MABPRO® may at any time, be allowed to attend or sit 

in on any workshop or “Training” without cost or restrictions, that is considered to be an official MAB® class conducted by me, any 

agent, employee, staff member, contractor, or anyone who is representative of the association with the contracted facility/organization, 

or any facility or location that the “Training” is being conducted at, for the purposes of auditing or critiquing the class for its level of 

quality, integrity and measure of safety being taught and presented.   
 

I fully understand that if I cease to be employed by the sponsoring base facility/organization that has originally entered into a signed 

agreement with New World Education Network and MABPRO®, then the applicant’s MABPRO® MAB® certification to teach shall 

terminate automatically.  It is a policy of New World Education Network and MABPRO® that in order to re-instate applicant’s Training 
certification, this can only occur at such time as the applicant’s subsequent employer enters into a signed contractual agreement with 

New World Education Network and MABPRO®.  I understand that the only exception to this policy would be that I am requested by 

New World Education Network and MABPRO® to act as an independent contractor to conduct specified MABPRO® MAB® Training as 

an independent contractor for New World Education Network and MABPRO®. 
 

I fully understand that under the circumstances where if I am working with, manage, operate or own a business or enterprise providing 

any education services teaching individual or groups of people that are under the guidelines of assault prevention, crisis intervention, 

MAB, AB-508 Training, AB-1083 Training, or any other behavior management program anywhere in the United States, or outside of the 

Country, that there will be specific authorities as defined by MABPRO® MAB® and New World Education Network as to the roll of the 

applicant and their services to the public for profit.  I understand that as an MAB® Instructor, I will provide MABPRO® MAB® and New 

World Education Network with a complete list of the facilities and organizations that the Instructor services and the arrangements with 

them.  If for any reason, MABPRO® MAB® and New World Education Network arrives at the conclusion that there is a moral or 

financial conflict of interest or financial competition between MABPRO® MAB® and New World Education Network and the facility or 

organization that the trainer services and that there is or has been a previous business arrangement with in any way, then MABPRO® 

MAB® and New World Education Network reserves the right to examine the relationship between itself and the facility or organization 

that the Instructor services.  If it is determined that the conflict of interest is affecting MABPRO® MAB® and New World Education 

Network in a negative fashion, either morally or financially, then MABPRO® MAB® and New World Education Network reserves the 

right to suspend the rights of the Instructor in Training MABPRO® MAB® for those facilities or organizations in question until it can 

review how the arrangement between MABPRO® MAB® and New World Education Network and the Instructor can be altered to correct 

the conflict of interest.  In the effect that the conflict of interest between MABPRO® MAB® and New World Education Network, the 

Instructor and the facility or organization cannot be resolved, then MABPRO® MAB® and New World Education Network will then be 

owed a five(5) percent fee of total monies collected from the facility or organization, individually or by class to be paid monthly or yearly.         
 

I fully understand that by attending the MAB Instructor Training program as an independent contractor, or through sponsorship by a 

facility or organization, that there is no guarantee in any way of employment or financial compensation by New World Education or 

MABPRO and that if attending through sponsorship from a facility or organization, that all financial compensation will be arranged or 

contracted through that sponsoring facility or organization and if attending as an independent contractor with no affiliation from a 

sponsoring facility or organization, that there will be in no way any expectations of financial compensation, or guarantee of employment 

by New World Education Network or MABPRO, whether presently, or in the future.  In signing and agreeing to this contract, I recognize 

and agree that as an independent contractor attending the MAB Training, I am taking the Training fully aware that I have no 

expectations of employment guarantees and am voluntarily attending the training to become an MAB Instructor for the purposes of 

being reviewed by and available to New World Education Network and MABPRO for the possibilities of discretionary use as a 

contracted Instructor whenever New World Education Network and MABPRO deems it appropriate and useful for me to train classes.   
 

 

My initials and signature here, indicate that I have read, fully understood and agreed to this section of the Applicant’s 
Certification Contract Agreement, Disclosure, Release and Waiver.  Signature:                   Date:_______   
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MABPRO® CERTIFICATION CONTRACT AGREEMENT:        

 

(Continued)               
 

Revocation: 

 

If New World Education Network and MABPRO® come to the conclusion that any applicant or sponsoring facility/organization 

materially, ethically, morally or financially violates any term or condition of this agreement, or for any reason New World Education 

Network and MABPRO is unable to contact  the applicant, or the applicant fails to keep in contact with New World Education Network 

and MABPRO® for a period exceeding three(3) months after New World Education Network and MABPRO® has been attempting to 

contact the applicant, then New World Education Network and MABPRO® reserves the right to cancel or suspend the applicant’s 
certification at any time during the contracted period and to revoke the permissions he or she have received to conduct any MABPRO® 

MAB® Training or In-services, as well as to make use of the MABPRO® or MAB® Marks or materials until a review has been done.   

 

Maintaining Certification: 

 

At the completion of each onsite MABPRO® MAB® In-service Training workshop that the applicant conducts, or at the end of each 

month, it is the applicant’s, or facility/organization’s responsibility to send a documented report of the class, along with copies of: 
1. The name(s) of the In-service Instructor(s). 

2. The dates of the In-service Training (MM/DD/YYYY). 

3. The total number of In-service Training hours for the class(s). 

4. Sign-in sheet(s) or typed list of the persons who have successfully completed the In-service Training. 

5. Copies of the attendee’s evaluations of the In-service Training. 

6. Dated report of the In-service Training, signed by both the Trainer(s) and Representative of the Sponsoring Facility or Organization.   

 

All checks should be made out to: New World Education Network 
 

All materials should be mailed to: New World Education Network  Phone:     626.826.0226 

     MABPRO® Training    FAX:        707.221.7115 

     2275 Huntington Drive Suite #303   E-Mail:     MAB@MABPRO.com 

     San Marino, CA. 91108    Website:  www.MABPRO.com 

Licensing Fee Responsibilities: 

 

By the practice of using the Trademarked MABPRO® MAB® brand, the applicant/trainer shall be responsible for a “Right to Use” 
licensing fee of $100.00 per year, beginning with the initial application and Instructor Training class.  This shall be paid by the 

applicant/trainer to secure the right to consider and announce yourself as a MABPRO® MAB® Trainer and Affiliate.  This licensing fee 

shall be due upon the application process in order to attend the “Training” and shall be due each year upon the anniversary date of the 

recertification process.  Failure to do so may result in suspension or termination of the Trainer’s ability to teach by the authorization of 

New World Education Network and MABPRO®. 
 

By the practice of using the Trademarked MABPRO® MAB® brand, the sponsoring facility/organization shall be responsible for a “Right 
to Use” licensing fee of $200.00 per year, per facility that the organization employs the MABPRO® MAB® Trainer to teach at, beginning 

with the initial application and Instructor Training class.  This shall be paid by the sponsoring facility/organization to secure the right to 

consider and announce the facility or organization as a MABPRO® MAB® Training Facility.  This licensing fee shall be due upon the 

application process in order for the applicant to attend the “Training” and shall be due each year upon the anniversary date of the 
applicant’s recertification process.  Failure to do so may result in suspension or termination of the Trainer’s ability to teach by the 

authorization of New World Education Network and MABPRO®. 

 

By the practice of using the Trademarked MABPRO® MAB® brand and if the applicant/trainer, acting as a business, providing MAB® 

Trademarked education and has not completed a contract between them self and a sponsoring facility/organization and New World 

Education Network and MABPRO®, and wishes to train any individuals or non-contracted facilities, on a for-profit, or non-profit basis as 

a business providing education for individuals or other businesses, then this must first be approved by New World Education Network 

and MABPRO® before the applicant/trainer can initiate or train for any of those facilities/organizations and individuals and agree to the 

terms of the contract with New World Education Network and MABPRO® where the licensing fee for each of the facilities that the 

applicant/trainer is training for, on their own, or as a business, is paid for by the applicant/trainer as a business and therefore, full 

disclosure of the names of those businesses be provided to New World Education Network and MABPRO®.  If the applicant/trainer 

acting as a business is providing MAB® Trademarked education to individuals on a for-profit or non-profit basis, then a five(5) percent 

fee of all monies collected per person or per class will be applied and paid either monthly or yearly to New World Education Network. 

 

My initials and signature here, indicate that I have read, fully understood and agreed to this section of the Applicant’s 
Certification Contract Agreement, Disclosure, Release and Waiver.  Signature:                   Date:_______   
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MABPRO® CERTIFICATION CONTRACT AGREEMENT:        

 

(Continued)               
 

Applicant’s Signature: 

By signing below, I affirm that I have read, understand and agree to abide by the terms and conditions contained herein, and that all 

statements that I have made are true and correct.  I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that I have fully read 

and understand the contents of this document, that I am aware that it is a complete contract and release of liability and that I am signing 

this document of my own free will.  My signature here, indicates that I have read, fully understood and agreed to the entire applicant’s 
Certification Contract Agreement, Disclosure, Permissions, Release and Waiver as it applies to my Application for Instructor with New 

World Education Network and MABPRO®:   

 

Applicant:            

Signature: Date:                           

Printed Name and Title:                                                                                         

Phone:                                                  FAX:         

E-Mail Address:    

Sponsoring Facility/Organization:                                                                           

                                        

Sponsor’s (Employer or Authorized Representative) Signature: 

By signing below, I affirm that I have read, understand and agree to abide by the terms and conditions contained herein, and that all 

statements made on behalf of the sponsor/applicant are true and correct and that I have the authority to make this declaration and 

agreement on behalf of the sponsor/applicant:  I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that I have fully read and 

understand the contents of this document, that I am aware that it is a complete contract and release of liability and that I am signing this 

document of my own free will.  My signature here, indicates that I have read, fully understood and agreed to the entire applicant’s 
Certification Agreement, Disclosure, Permissions, Release and Waiver as it applies to my Application for Instructor with New World 

Education Network and MABPRO®: 

 

Sponsoring Agent:            

Signature: Date:                           

Printed Name and Title:                                                                           

Facility/Organization Name:                            

Street Address:                                                                                                       

City:        State:  Zip:   

Phone:        FAX:     

E-Mail Address:         

 

If any dispute with New World Education Network arises regarding this agreement, disclosure, release, waiver and liability statement, 

along with my rights under it, along with any claim of negligence against New World Education Network as a result of its training or 

educational procedures, or any similar or related matters, I agree that any such dispute shall be submitted to Binding Arbitration under 

the commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association in Los Angeles, California, with each side bearing i ts own 

costs and attorneys fees.  The award of the arbitrator may then be entered as judgment in any court having jurisdiction over the matter.  

 

Reviewed by:  Signature:     Print:     Date:    

                New World Education Network Representative 

  

Please make a Copy of this completed and signed Contract Agreement for your records. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New World Education Network 

MABPRO® 

Management of Assaultive Behavior® 

Professional Crisis Negotiation Training 

 
2275 Huntington Drive Suite #303  ·  San Marino, California 91108  ·  Phone: 626.826.0226  ·  FAX: 707.221.7115 

E-Mail: MAB@MABPRO.com  ·  Website: www.MABPRO.com  
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